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Hello everyone and welcome to the Premium Wealth Forecast for
December, 2019.
This is the final month of the decade - and what a month it is! It's going to
be such a wonderful forecast starting with our 15 universal month number,
which is all about spiritual alchemy, and going into the Gemini full moon,
followed by the first of two eclipses.
We literally end 2019 with an eclipse in Capricorn, a new moon solar
eclipse in Capricorn THE sign of the decade because of how we're
starting the decade: In 2020 on January 10th we have the second eclipse,
a full moon eclipse in Cancer, with the sun in Capricorn - only two days
before the big event on January 12th, so this is a pivotal month to bring to
an end our current decade and welcome the inauguration of 2020.
So let's start first of all with the universal month number for December.
Now this is a very exciting number. It's the number 15 so 12 (1+2) for
December plus the year we're in, 2019 adds up to 15. 15 is the spiritual
alchemy number. It's the number of joy and abundance and family and
love. It is a fabulous number to celebrate the final month of the decade.
And of course the holidays itself, it covers basically everything you want in
a holiday because it is so connected to our home-related matters and
intimate relationships, family, loved ones, et cetera.
So 15 is a very dynamic number and the reason it's even more enhanced
is because 2019 is a 12 universal year, which reduces to 3, and 15 for
December reduces to 6.
And when you put 3 and 6 together, they actually are in the same triad in
numerology.
That is the 3-6-9 triad of self-expression, creativity, love. It is the triad of
feeling.
Now this is a wonderful place to be as we end the 2010's because the
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number one for the 2010's - the teens that we've been in for 10 years are.... the number 1 is related to the mind. So we've learned a lot in this
decade about how to use our mind.
But I would venture to say that a little bit too much significance, especially
in the West, has been given to our thought process to be mindful. And
there's nothing wrong with that, but it can lead to an unhealthy relying on
just your mind and not being connected to your heart. And when we get
into the 2020s, the number two is about creating that balance between
our heart and our mind.
So it is going to be very important to not only be thinking. I mean, you can
make a lot of things happen by being mindful and setting your mind on
something. You can be very effective. You can create a lot of success that
way. But it's not the best solution, the most healthy solution for actually
living your life. If your heart and your intuition are not engaged, then of
course you may have wonderful successes and be effective, but there's
something lacking underneath it all.
So this month of December is going to introduce us in conjunction with
the number 12/3 for 2019 to a wonderful sense of... How do I feel? The
number 15 expresses spiritual alchemy and something that is undefinable.
It is about energy, and the energy exchange regarding how you using your
feelings, how are you applying your ideas in a way that makes you feel
good and makes others feel good.
15 is there to uplift, right?
It's also very much about freedom of expression and looking at your
beliefs as well and laughing at your weaknesses as being much more
important than analyzing them. I mean you need to lighten up too, and so
when there are challenges, they will seem a lot smaller when you can
make light out of them. 15 is about that.
So 15 is about healing. The number 6 which 15 reduces to is the number
of nurturing. It's very parental and loving. 6 helps you to let go of past
fears and outdated ideas about everything.
December is also a month of responsibilities. Since 6 is the parental
number, it also asks that you take responsibility. When opportunities
come your way, pick the ones that bring your life into harmony. So making
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decisions about your health, your relationships, your finances, your
friendships - and if they're not harmonious, if you're challenged by them in
a way that is actually bringing you vibrationally to a lower place, then you
need to make a change, of course.
So think of this month as expressing love, joy, compassion, helping
others.
People will need you during a 15/6 month. And also in terms of
abundance expansion, because this number is very much connected to
growth in every way. Personal growth of course, but also financial growth.
So those new responsibilities cover the whole gamut.

Full Moon in Gemini
December 12, 2019 at 5:12 am UT (London)
December 12, 2019 at 12:12 am EST (New York)
December 11, 2019 at 9:12 pm PST (Los Angeles)
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Moving to the lunations this month, we have the first eclipse of two.
Eclipses arrive every six months, usually in pairs, and we're actually
ending the decade with an eclipse. And we're beginning the new
decade with an eclipse!
So the lunations right before and right at the onset of the new decade
are both going to be eclipses. It's an incredibly powerful message from
the universe about how important this segueway from the 2010's to the
2020's is actually, in terms of human history and in terms of your own
life.
The first lunation in December is the Gemini Full Moon. This is not an
eclipse, but it's a very interesting full moon because it happens on
December 12th. We are in a 12 universal year in 2019 so that's already
powerful.
But not only that - New York time, Eastern time, the full moon is exact
at 12:12 AM.
So this is really bringing home the number 12 - which governs the 12
signs, the 12 months, the 12 hours in a day, 12 inches in a foot. It is a
very powerful number, it is part of the human fabric.
12 is about self-expression and being the student, learning at all times.
So expressing what you're learning, but constantly understanding that
you're growing all the time.
And that means, even if you are a teacher that you are learning while
you teach. So this is an incredible opportunity to take stock of what
you've learned and give gratitude for it and then express it in a joyful
way. 12 reduces to 3, the number of joy, self-expression and any kind of
creation, creativity, imagination.
So I love this code. And the Gemini full moon Gemini of course is
connected to communication and calming any mental anxiety. It's a
very mobile sign. There's a lot of activity. It is connected to learning as
well. So very similar to the number 12.
There's a lot of information connected to the sign and the internet is
actually governed by Gemini because the ruler of Gemini is Mercury and
mercury is about the dissemination of information and communication.
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So writing, speaking, effective listening, effective teaching, being very
understanding of other opinions. Quick thinking, awareness of your
options. This is a lovely, lovely, lovely Gemini full moon.
Now what are some of the aspects? Well of course the moon is
opposite the sun. And they are at 19 degrees, the moon in Gemini, the
sun in Sagittarius - and we're in 2019.
So we're sort of tying a beautiful little bow here to the decade in the
astro-numerology code for this Gemini full moon! Really lovely.
So they're opposite each other. And the moon and the sun form a
square to Neptune, which is at 15 degrees in Pisces. Now this creates a
T-square when there's a full moon - sun and moon are opposite each
other and they both form a 90° square to a planet creating a triangle
called a T score.
In this case, Neptune is very much about what activates you at a
spiritual level. So you need to get more rest during this full moon
because when there is a square from the sun or moon, it will require
that you sleep more. Neptune governs dreaming. This happens on a
Thursday night. So, early Thursday morning, New York time on
December 12th - at 12:12 am.
And actually on the West coast, central time, mountain time, it actually
happens late on December 11th, but universal time in London, it
happens December 12th. So that's the actual official date.
Get more rest and be aware of any confusion that you might be feeling.
Let go of it. Don't try to solve it. Neptune is very meliflous and
connected to energy that isn't necessarily clear and practical. So you
may sense that - Hey, you have a plan, but you need to wait a little bit
until you understand how to implement something.
And if there are any hidden issues that you haven't revealed, you're
going to be revealing them now because secrets will come to the
surface. You're going to uncover things or see things clearly.
The main thing about this, this T-square to Neptune, is that your
creativity and imagination are going to be incredibly activated. In fact,
you will need to make use of your imagination in a big way. That's what
a square does. So if you have a way to be creative in any way, and this
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doesn't have to be as an artist, it's generally just very ethereal energy
that needs to be channeled into something that uplifts you and reminds
you that you are after all a spiritual being.
Even a ceremony during the full moon, this particular one especially, is
a lovely thing to do.
Also during this full moon, Mars trines Neptune. Now this is very
exciting. This transit becomes exact on the 15th of December. And
speaking of the number 15, December is a 15 universal month and it
happens at 15°. So this particular trine at 15° between Mars and
Neptune is so beautiful.
Mars trine Neptune activates your spirituality and actually helps to
dissipate some of this more challenging energy. Right? So that is very,
very helpful.
Now w e also have the, another trine between Mercury, the RULER of
Gemini and Uranus. This is the higher mind and the lower mind. So this
is actually pretty important because we are forming a very harmonious
aspect between the mind of inspiration, which is Uranus and the lower
mind, which is the practical, how do I apply this in my life in a way that
is that that is effective.
Understanding how to think through things in a way that helps you
move forward in a very effortless way. Whereas Uranus is completely
out there. It's the genius mind. It's the mind that is connected to other
realms. It brings innovation.
And those two planets will be trining each other during a Gemini full
moon, which is really awesome!
That shows that you're going to have some very brilliant insights as
well. So exciting.
Then we have a square between Jupiter and Chiron. Now that has to be
looked at too, because Jupiter and Chiron - when they get together in a
square, there is a sense of taking a more positive approach. Jupiter
allows you to really take advantage of positive opportunities. In this
case, those opportunities are related to your health and healing.
So if you feel inclined to move forward in a healthy healing way, this is
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exciting. This is a very good moment to do that and to allow love into
your life as well. Even though it's a square, because it's Jupiter, it's still
positive.
One thing to watch for though is don't be lazy, because you will let
opportunities slide during this time. So keep that optimistic outlook and
be very, very creative because new possibilities are absolutely going to
unfold with this square to Chiron.

Solar Eclipse (New Moon) in Capricorn
December 26, 2019 at 5:13 am UT (London)
December 26, 2019 at 12:13 am EST (New York)
December 25, 2019 at 9:13 pm PST (Los Angeles)
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So then let's move on to the eclipse. The eclipse ENDS the year, as I was
saying, and it happens in Capricorn - it's a New Moon Solar Eclipse in
Capricorn.
This is extremely significant because, as you know, we have the stellium in
Capricorn coming up on the 12th of January - a huge event that has not
happened in 500 years.
This time around, it includes not only Saturn, the ruler of Capricorn and Pluto in
a conjunction, but it also includes the Sun, which happens to be in Capricorn at
the time of this meeting and Mercury. That's why it's a stellium (three or more
planets in conjunction).
So this solar eclipse is an activation of that moment. It is going to be felt in a
very powerful way. We have both eclipses in the sign of Capricorn and Cancer,
which is the sign opposite Capricorn, at the moment that this stellium is
happening. And I'm going to go into great detail of what this actually means in
terms of the year itself in the 2020 Ultimate Yearly Forecast. So make sure you
sign up for that this week because I'm going to raise the price on Wednesday,
November 27. That 2020 Ultimate Yearly Forecast will set the stage for the next
decade. It's a really important forecast because of the incredible events that
begin the decade!
So, this eclipse happens at 4° and that is the number associated with Saturn. 4
Is very much about work structure, security. Everything that Saturn stands for.
Saturn, the ruler of Capricorn.
The eclipse happens on the 26th of December, at 5:13 AM in Greenwich,
England. So for most of the world, including universal time, this Capricorn
eclipse takes place on the 26th, that's the official date.
And then also Eastern time, New York time it takes place at 12:13 AM right after
midnight. For everybody else living West of there the eclipse is actually
happening on Christmas day, December 25th, late in the day.
So, the Sun and Moon at 4° degrees form an incredible trine to Uranus. Now if
you recall, we had the sun and moon opposite Uranus for the Scorpio New
Moon. And then we have the sun and moon quincunx, 150° to Uranus for the
Sagittarius New Moon on the 26th of November.
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And now we have the sun and moon Solar Eclipse at 4° degrees Capricorn trine
to Uranus. Uranus, which is in early Taurus, is playing a huge role.
What is Uranus represent? It represents liberation and freedom, revolutio,n
letting go. So this eclipse is about a degree and a quarterfrom an exact trine
with Uranus, so very close. And my gosh, this is very much about surprising
events but pleasant. This is a trine, right? So this enhances positive, exciting,
surprising events, very stimulating situations, encounters with others.
And being very aware. That awareness factor with Uranus arises, since Uranus
governs the higher mind, so the awareness of your connection to a greater
journey here is incredibly powerful. So you will have increased intuition, huge
downloads, intuitive downloads, flashes of insights, and a lot more self
confidence as well because you are owning who you are as an individual and
not trying to please any status quo or anybody else.
So the personal freedom factor is huge and it's been building over these past
months because of Uranus' contact to the new moons in the last couple of
months. And at this point, during the eclipse, it's going to really come to a
beautiful culmination.
Since we are in a holiday week, most of us, we will absolutely be able to take
advantage of the quietness - it's almost the quietest time of the year right before
the New Year - and to listen out for those downloads.
So I highly recommend you take that extra time and allow your curiosity to guide
you, because this is a great eclipse to explore new territory, especially with your
intuition.
Let your intuition guide you to try something new and be open to encounters
that come out of nowhere, that are synchronistically creative, that help you
make changes in your life. Because Uranus also is the planet of change.
Everything is much more easy because of the trine. So any changes, even
though we can resist change, it'll be a smooth change-over, right? You won't be
as triggered as you would maybe with some other changes in your life. So this is
absolutely fabulous.
Now the other great thing about this eclipse is that Jupiter is conjunct the Sun
and Moon. So Jupiter is also trine to Uranus. Jupiter is at 5° degrees and 20
minutes and the Sun and Moon at 4°, 7 minutes. So that's almost a degree
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apart in terms of the connection.
Why is Jupiter so important? Well, Jupiter just moved into Capricorn a couple of
weeks before this. So this is a new territory for Jupiter. Jupiter was in its own
home sign in Sagittarius all year long and now it's in Capricorn and it is
conjuncting the eclipse in the very sign of the big stellium coming up.
So Jupiter is bringing a lot of blessings. Jupiter is going to make you feel so
good, so grateful, so happy, so abundant, so expansive. It's so optimistic. You
feel generous, you feel lucky, you feel like opportunities are there everywhere in
your life. Personal, professional, anything.
The expansiveness you feel, the seeing the horizon, not top down leadership,
which is what we're breaking up, but the lateral expansion, going beyond and
just spreading your wings - that is where we're moving in the 2020s. Jupiter
being the planet of expansion. We'll be expanding all areas of your life.
The relationship to abundance, wealth, financial flow, prosperity with Jupiter is
also excellent. So this is fantastic. It's fantastic for investments and any kind of,
successful implementation of your goals because Jupiter also brings
tremendous wisdom, understanding spiritual growth and self-awareness. So I
can't stress enough.
Now there's also the trine from Jupiter to Uranus. Sun Moon, Jupiter are all
trining Uranus. Since Uranus is about surprises and Jupiter is about feeling
good, feeling lucky, feeling fortunate, hey, you may have a lucky break. You may
feel like something really exciting happens that's like, "Oh my gosh, this is like
what I've been waiting for or what I've been dreaming of." And it will allow you
to be more adventurous because that's where Uranus likes to go.
It will allow you to feel like you can take risks without pushing with your will. It
literally is not a willful change. It is something that, for example if you were shy
before or had a little bit of fear around a certain situation, you now feel
tremendously confident and you are loosening up.
You're trusting your instincts and you're moving forward and the result will be
very exciting.
So any stagnation that you may have felt this year is going to be melted away.
Very exciting.
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Now, I have to mention here too, that Uranus is starting to station because it is
going to change directions in early January. Literally right before the big event. I
mean, there's so much going on in early January! It's amazing.
That second eclipse that starts off the year happens on the 10th of January, two
days before the stellium. And then we have Uranus stationing. I mean, it's just
on and on - so thrilling. So that is most of it.
Now there's one more thing I have to share and that is that the eclipse is square
to Chiron. Now this is actually a good thing because Chiron is very healing and
Jupiter is also square to Chiron at the same time Jupiter is right next to the sun
moon. So Jupiter is actually making everything very joyful and easy.
So this eclipse and Jupiter square to Chiron will help you look at your beliefs.
This helps you move away from thinking and what you've taken in in terms of
info and tuning into whatever belief system you have, but actually going into the
feeling center, because Chiron is about love and feeling.
So you may look at things that you had faith in up until now and realize, well
why am I placing my faith in this? Let me transfer it for something that actually
feels correct, that feels good.
You are basically upgrading your belief system in favor of something that allows
you to be much more open and appreciate the wide variations of human living
to begin with.
So this transit gives you the opportunity to reorient your beliefs and and that
means a lot of healing will come into play because, of course our beliefs are
based unconsciously on our programming from day one and even from past
lives.
So there is going to be a lot of fear that you can let go of - also with Uranus'
help of course. So this combination is wonderful because our belief systems
really drive how we interpret events, our perspective on life in general.
And so this is an incredible moment as the decade ends and we're preparing for
the brand new 2020s to look at that and to be open to a new way of seeing
things and to be in a place of reflection as well. That is pretty much it for this
incredible event, the Capricorn Solar Eclipse.
So let's now dive into the star code for every day of December.
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December 1 - 8
Sunday, 12.1.2019 = 16/7
•
•
•
•
•

A wonderful fresh start – especially in clearing your mind!
Rest and contemplation inspire you.
Use you intellect and intelligence to do research and brainstorm new ideas.
Spend time out in nature and embrace serenity.
Be open to sudden shifts and unexpected new approaches.
Moon sextile Sun
•
•
•
•
•
•

You feel happy, loving and affectionate.
You can have easy conversations and connections with
others.
Life feels in harmony, balanced and content.
You want to be intimate and cuddle with your loved ones.
You are recognized at SOUL level.
Self-confidence is heightened.

Monday, 12.2.2019 = 17/8
•
•
•
•
•

Manifestation is guaranteed when you feel in supreme harmony!
Today’s peaceful and secure quality can lead to outstanding results.
Listen – and Lead.
Receive – and Act.
Inspiration easily translates into immediate manifestation.
Jupiter moves into Capricorn!
While Jupiter transits Capricorn, from Dec 2, 2019 to Dec 18, 2020 your visions
of improving wealth, status and material security are going to feel unlimited,
personally and professionally.
•

Capricorn’s cautiousness, practicality and organization is blended with a
sense of Fortunate Outcomes, Improvement and Opportunity.

•

Capricorn’s perseverance is fueled by the heart-centered fire that
expands horizons.
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•

Capricorn’s attention to success is blended with Jupiter’s Good Luck
and finding greater fulfillment.

•

And Capricorn’s focus on material wealth is EXPANDED by Jupiter’s
natural alignment with abundance.

•

If anything, Jupiter in Capricorn is a time to REAP the REWARDS of past
hard work.

•

So success will come from all those things you’ve been working on
already.

•

Since Capricorn governs maturity and wisdom, if you have learned from
experience and improved your life, you will reap the benefits and
improve your life.

•

This includes an increase in wealth, status and respect!

Tuesday, 12.3.2019 = 18/9
• The complete 3-6-9 Triad is activated today - the Creativity Triad of
Self Expression and Love.
• Day of joyful expression, rest and nurturing.
• Communicate and share your message in any way, shape or form.
• Be playful and smile.
• Forgiveness lightens you up so you feel uplifted.
• Engage with your heightened imagination and passion.
Mercury sextile Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have a desire to persuade and influence others.
You strive for recognition.
Your words leave a deep impact, so use them wisely.
You are passionate about language and being the messenger
of a vision that carries profound purpose.
Your intuition and intelligence combine as a powerful unity.
Conversations go very deep and touch on the mysterious and
hidden.
Probing the mystical topics of all kinds, including astronumerology, is greatly favored.
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Wednesday, 12.4.2019 = 19/10/1
• The Prince of Heaven Number 19, symbolizing the Light of the Sun, is
merged with the vibration or manifestation.
• Powerful new beginnings and breakthroughs are yours to experience
today.
• The light of the Stars merges with your ingenious inspirations to create
tremendous forward momentum.
• Original ideas are flowing and need to be recognized and applied.
• Organization and planning will help manifest your brilliant insights into
real, practical results.
• You are becoming independent and empowered by acknowledging
you are a being of Light.
• Be open to be a vessel of inspiration.
• Initiate a new project.
Moon sextile Saturn
•
•
•
•
•

You feel more protective of your loved ones.
You share practical encouragement and nourishment.
You may not express your feelings – feeling more inclined to
keep them private.
Commitment and loyalty are in the forefront.
You have greater patience and are ready to tackle any
responsibilities.

Thursday, 12.5.2019 = 20/2
•
•
•
•
•
•

Taking a risk brings you into equilibrium today!
A pivot point may require patience about making a decision.
Listen closely on which direction to move.
Slow down while also being poised to act.
Seek quiet intimate conversations – and be ready for excitement and change.
A day of flow and peace…
Moon conjunct Chiron
•
•
•
•

Your emotions are very intensified – note how they impact
others.
You feel extremely sensitive.
Emotional bonding happens on a mystical level.
This is not a day to manifest practical results.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•

You desire freedom and will rebel against restriction.
Your healing gifts a super enhanced today.
The more you realize who you are as a healer the greater you
can feel the energy of others.
A day of tremendous compassion and connection to the
vibration of others with the ability to move energy for their
highest good.
You feel love and are yearning for love.
Your heart is longing for healing.
You invest in your emotional health.

Friday, 12.6.2019 = 21/3
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self expression and creativity are on a high.
This emotional day is so compassionate, joyful and loving.
Nurture yourself – get a massage – do something to uplift your mind-body-soul.
The flow of abundance is enhanced.
Have fun, do something delightful – your heart will open to the opportunities this
day brings.
This is a wonderful romantic day!
Moon square Venus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feeling of love and abundance fill your heart.
You have a stronger than usual desire for affection.
Guard against being overly impressionable.
You want to socialize, preferably in a beautiful environment.
Watch your mood – it may fluctuate a bit.
Be sure to eat healthily and not overindulge in food or drink –
the same goes for gossip!
You understand the importance of the little pleasures in life.
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Saturday, 12.7.2019 = 22/4
•
•
•
•
•

Rest and work are both activated today.
Take time-outs while being diligent and organized about your tasks.
Set priorities and targets – you have great clarity.
Spiritual inspiration translates into practical results.
Concentrate and focus on family and home as well.
Moon square Pluto
!
!
!
!
!
!

You are discovering how to use your intuition to feel
emotionally empowered vs. engaging in emotional power
struggles.
The more CONSCIOUS and self aware you are of both light
and dark, the greater your perception of energy and ability to
read people and situations.
You may feel heightened emotions.
Emotional excitement is strong, so be patient and breathe.
If you feel a reaction coming on, focus on discovering an
internal awakening instead of projecting it outwards.
This transit can bring many deep discoveries.

Sunday, 12.8.2019 = 23/5
•
•
•
•
•

Confident leadership and a quest for freedom are your gifts today.
23 is the “Royal Star of the Lion” number of courage and success.
8 represents a leader with a big vision and the ability to overcome all
obstacles.
Your strength is highly magnified – so manifest with joy.
Be open and flexible.
Sun square Neptune
•
•
•
•
•

You are more impressionable now.
Take a time-out from working too hard.
Your spiritual nature needs your attention.
Your inner voice is calling you – hold the space for silence and
serenity.
If you don’t pay attention to your creativity and imagination you
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•
•
•
•

may get out of sync, feel energetically depleted and
disillusioned.
Instead tune into your ethereal, mystical side.
Take extra time to rest.
Listen to beautiful, uplifting music and the appreciation of art.
Surround yourself with exquisite beauty to nurture and soothe
your Soul.

Venus sextile Neptune
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

So romantic!
This is a beautiful day of music, beauty and daydreaming.
Your creativity and imagination know no bounds…
Unconditional love surrounds you and fills your heart.
You feel passionate and enthusiastic as your heart expands to
embrace all that is beautiful, loving and generous.
Your love life gets a surge of tenderness – such a sweet lovely
energy.
You feel like breaking down boundaries.
You are super sensitive today.
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December 9 – 16
Monday, 12.9.2019 = 24/6
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When numbers 6 and 9 get activated, the LOVE code envelopes your
heart.
9 governs unconditional love, and 6 human love.
So love your life into reality today.
Spend time with those you love and/or doing something you adore.
The harvest is ripe – bring in the goods. Abundance is greatly
enhanced today.
You may have greater responsibilities with family.
Personal growth is favored.
Another gorgeous day of romance!
Moon trine Venus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The theme of happiness is reinvigorated by this beautiful trine.
Feelings of happiness, a desire for affection, sharing time with
others is activated.
You want to immerse yourself in the arts to soothe your Soul
with beauty.
Love touches everything you do.
You want to socialize, preferably in a beautiful environment.
You want to beautify your environment.
You understand the importance of the little pleasures in life.

Moon trine Saturn
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You take your feelings seriously and feel responsible for your
total well-being.
You have more self-control.
A sense of duty comes naturally today.
This is a good day to work alone or take alone time.
Emotional commitment is heightened.
Your feelings are understood at a level that brings wonderful
clarity.’
You feel more protective of your loved ones.
You share practical encouragement and nourishment.
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Tuesday, 12.10.2019 = 16/7
•
•
•
•
•

Instant Manifestation allows you to act briskly.
This is a mentally active day of new beginnings.
Take time for meditation and contemplation to listen for directions.
Be flexible and open to sudden shifts.
Spend time in nature today.
Moon opposite Venus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are connecting to your deepest emotions – some
appearing after being buried in your subconscious.
Turn to beauty to keep you emotionally in balance.
You may feel a bit moody during parts of the day.
You need more affection and love at this time.
Resolve any tensions in your intimate relationships.
Share your love and dive into a creative project.
You feel very sensual.
Guard against a stronger sweet tooth or overstimulation.
Spend some time alone to nurture your heart and feel in
harmony with who you are.
Focus on art, music, beautiful scents and affection to keep
emotionally balanced.

Wednesday, 12.11.2019 = 17/8
•
•
•
•
•

The 11 Portal opens up to Immortality!
What you focus on today leaves behind a lasting legacy.
You have great confidence and trust in your intuition.
Abundance is greatly increased as you listen to your internal voice for guidance.
You are blending Inspiration with Eternity…
Venus conjunct Saturn
•
•

•
•

Companionship that is based on solid principles is favored
now.
True love that lasts with the core relationship values of loyalty,
trust, integrity, commitment and responsibility - is greatly
enhanced.
Learn to meet your own emotional needs, then you will be
centered as you nurture and understand others.
Refrain from judging how you feel.
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•
•
•
•

Don’t restrict how you feel, or how you want to express
yourself.
Give your imagination a structured platform, so you don’t
suppress your creativity.
Your intimate relationships take on a more serious tone that
bodes well for secure, long-lasting connections and values.
Any healthy relationships will bring a closeness that results in
deeper commitment.

Thursday, 12.12.2019 = 18/9
•
•
•
•
•

With December being a 15/6 Universal Month, the 3-6-9 Triad is
activated today.
You are highly creative and filled with a desire to express your
feelings.
Use your imagination to spread love and joy.
Take time to rest and listen to your dreams.
This is a day of love, service and stillness.
Full Moon at 19° Gemini
(5:12 am UT, 12:12 am EST, 9:12 pm Dec 11 PST)
Even if you are not a Gemini, or have a Gemini Ascendant (Rising Sign) or natal
Moon in Gemini when you were born, this forecast still applies to you!
We are in a 12 universal year in 2019, AND December 12th activates that
number 12.
But that’s just part of the story.
This Full Moon activates a QUADRUPLE 12:12:12:12 Gateway:
•
•
•
•

December is the 12th month.
December 12 is a 12 Universal Day.
2019 is a 12 Universal Year.
And the Sun and Moon form the Gemini Full Moon at exactly 12
minutes past the hour.
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In the EST time-zone, the Gemini Full Moon is exact at 12:12 AM!
This is the FINAL Full Moon of the Decade!
It is also the final lunation before we enter our next Eclipse cycle, beginning with
the Capricorn Solar Eclipse on December 25/26.
The full moon occurs at the same time as a…
…very RARE Triple Conjunction between Venus, Saturn, Pluto
The moon connects to the triple planetary conjunction by a quincunx (150°)
aspect.
Saturn asks you to mature and take responsibility for your emotions and
personal life, money flow and love (Venus).
While Pluto transforms your values, purges unnecessary attachments and
empowers you emotionally from within.
Energy is coming to a head, relationships are brought into balance, situations are
coming to a tipping point so that you make big and small adjustments before the
new year and decade begin.
Let’s look at the Venus, Saturn, Pluto conjunction first:
Venus conjunct Saturn
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Companionship that is based on solid principles is favored
now.
True love that lasts with the core relationship values of loyalty,
trust, integrity, commitment and responsibility - is greatly
enhanced.
Learn to meet your own emotional needs, then you will be
centered as you nurture and understand others.
Refrain from judging how you feel.
Don’t restrict how you feel, or how you want to express
yourself.
Give your imagination a structured platform, so you don’t
suppress your creativity.
Your intimate relationships take on a more serious tone that
bodes well for secure, long-lasting connections and values.
Any healthy relationships will bring a closeness that results in
deeper commitment.
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Venus conjunct Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You experience deepening feelings of love.
Your desire for affection deepens.
You feel exceptionally attractive.
Your sexual urges increase.
You yearn for a deeper, more intensely passionate
companionship.
You have a great impact on friends.
Share your love freely.
Seek out beauty in everything and in everyone.
Focus on financial flow.

Pluto conjunct Saturn
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

This powerful conjunction will be exact on January 12, 2020.
It is already exerting a powerful impact on your life.
You are more willing to work and bring your goals to life.
Reality is clearly visible.
If a relationship, business plan/project, physical item is not
functioning properly, you need to put resources towards
fixing it or releasing it from your life.
Patience and determination are greatly heightened helping
you navigate responsibilities efficiently and with energy to
spare.
A powerful urge to purge and change is in play now.
With flexibility, patience, resourcefulness and honesty you
will emerge renewed and tremendously empowered.

Moon quincunx (150°) Venus
• Communication is key with this Gemini Full Moon quincunx
Venus.
• The energetic exchange of Love and financial flow are both in
the spotlight now.
• Bringing your internal feelings of love into balance, so there is
a good give and take, is important.
• Nourishing feelings that may seem out-of-place or intensified
brings healing and harmony.
• A focus on your artistic nature and imagination do much to set
you free emotionally.
• Be sure that your focus on the flow of money is synchronized
to your hearts desire.
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• Guard against filling any emotional void or a feeling of lack of
love with sweets or other unhealthy stimulants.
• You are called to create from the heart.
• The Moon nurtures and activates what brings you pleasure.
• A quincunx degree carries some tension that is relieved by
taking creative risks!
• 150° is the connection of Genius!
• Innovate more around this Full Moon, take ideas and stretch
your imagination.
Moon quincunx (150°) Saturn and Pluto
• Take your feelings seriously – your intuitive awareness is
secure and strong.
• Release any guilt or fear regarding relationships.
• Be responsible for your well-being by stepping up and taking
the lead.
• Emotional commitment to your goals is important in order not
to get side-tracked by lack of direction or confidence.
• Empowerment comes the more passionately engaged you are.
• Tap into the excitement and drive generated by your core
feelings.
• This is a big call to ACT on projects.
• Since your responsibilities deepen – be patient and thorough.
• Inner Authority awakens in your heart, purging fears of visibility and
making the quest for success easy.
• Becoming more self aware is a major component of this full moon
– it helps you understand human behavior as well.
• You feel inclined to dive into metaphysical and esoteric studies,
such as astrology and numerology.
• Uncovering what was formerly hidden or secret is a major benefit
of this transit.

Other transits during Gemini Full Moon:
Jupiter trine Uranus
•
•
•
•

This fortunate transit attracts lucky breaks and unexpected
windfalls.
It’s a great time for you to take a risk and try a new approach.
You feel very optimistic about creating successful outcomes.
Your sense of freedom and openness to broaden your
perspective and break through boundaries creat positive
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•
•
•

changes in your life.
Jupiter governs expansion, higher learning, and faraway travel,
so you may delve more deeply, grow in unexpected ways.
You learn things quickly, including new languages, art, music,
dance, style.
A sense of adventure helps you acclimate to and anticipate
great results beyond the horizon.

Friday, 12.13.2019 = 19/10/1
•
•
•
•

Sudden shifts inspire new beginnings.
Genius ideas create Divine downloads.
Trust that you can accomplish anything you set your intentions on.
Plan and manifest.
Mars trine Neptune
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your intellectual energy is spiritualized.
You are open and receptive to new ideas.
Direct your energy towards expressing yourself creatively.
Your imagination and instinct are geared towards
understanding how mystical subjects, such as astrology and
numerology, impact your life.
You feel refined, subtle vibrations…
The Sacred Warrior in you gains a lot of courage at this time.
Transmute all interactions with kindness and love.
Get pro-active about how to be of service in a way that uplifts
and energizes others at Soul-level.
Spiritual activities – in groups or alone – are favored.
Express yourself through physical movement, dance,
improvisation.
This transit attracts romance at a very deep, tender and
spiritual level.
Compassionate sensuality is wonderfully magnified.

Venus conjunct Pluto
•
•
•

You experience deepening feelings of love.
Your desire for affection deepens.
You feel exceptionally attractive.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Your sexual urges increase.
You yearn for a deeper, more intensely passionate
companionship.
You have a great impact on friends.
Share your love freely.
Seek out beauty in everything and in everyone.
Focus on financial flow.

Saturday, 12.14.2019 = 20/2
•
•
•
•
•

Listen to the call for Freedom and Peace!
Be flexible and cooperative.
Take a risk and be patient.
This is a day of harmony and adventure.
Receive, listen and then act and move forward.
Moon opposite Venus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are connecting to your deepest emotions – some
appearing after being buried in your subconscious.
Turn to beauty to keep you emotionally in balance.
You may feel a bit moody during parts of the day.
You need more affection and love at this time.
Resolve any tensions in your intimate relationships.
Share your love and dive into a creative project.
You feel very sensual.
Guard against a stronger sweet tooth or overstimulation.
Spend some time alone to nurture your heart and feel in
harmony with who you are.
Focus on art, music, beautiful scents and affection to keep
emotionally balanced.
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Sunday, 12.15.2019 = 21/3
•
•
•
•

A double 15:15 code is activated today (December is a 15 Universal
Month) which lights up your day with spiritual alchemy, joy and magic.
Your love and passion translate into abundance and financial flow.
Love, romance and nurturing are magnified.
This is a highly positive, optimistic day!
Jupiter trine Uranus
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

This fortunate transit attracts lucky breaks and unexpected
windfalls.
It’s a great time for you to take a risk and try a new approach.
You feel very optimistic about creating successful outcomes.
Your sense of freedom and openness to broaden your
perspective and break through boundaries creates positive
changes in your life.
Jupiter governs expansion, higher learning and faraway travel,
so you may delve more deeply, grow in unexpected ways.
You learn things quickly, including new languages, art, music,
dance style.
A sense of adventure helps you acclimate to and anticipate
great results beyond the horizon.

Monday, 12.16.2019 = 22/4
Your intuitive insights are heightened.
Your focus is directed towards a plan on how to achieve your goals.
You are very sensitive and have a great need for peace and quiet.
Take a walk in nature.
Purification and Peace are your companions today.
Moon quincunx (150°) Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your feelings are more intense today.
Be sure you stay in control of your reactions.
Breathe through any changes of moods.
Be sure to share your deep emotions with a trusted friend.
Channel your deep feelings into something artistic and
creative.
You are very intuitive today – listen and breathe.
Your emotional empowerment is strengthened when you
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•

accept the depths of your feelings.
Feel the vibration of people around you deeply today – it will
allow you to move energy in a positive, healing way.

December 17 – 24
Tuesday, 12.17.2019 = 23/5
•
•
•
•
•

Confidence and Freedom merge within you to create a potent recipe for
success!
Be flexible and strong.
Lead from a place of confidence and strength.
Be adventurous and take risks.
What you do and focus on today will leave behind a legacy.

Moon trine Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Happiness and kindness blend to create an effortless sense of bliss.
You feel happy and free to share your heart with others.
Generosity and gratitude infuse your Soul.
Gifts and advantages show up for you.
You feel recognized at Soul-level.
Wisdom and Love in harmony create happiness.
Good day for negotiations.
Share your feelings with those who love you.
You feel magnetic which boosts career advancement.

Moon trine Uranus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are inclined towards change and making new plans. Surprises
create emotional breakthroughs.
Act on your instinct.
Be open to unusual experiences.
A fabulous day to attract abundance and manifest financial flow.
Your imagination flows today.
You may have some unusual experiences.
You yearn for emotional freedom.
Heart-centered breakthroughs are greatly favored.
Let your genius express itself.
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Wednesday, 12.18.2019 = 24/6
•
•
•
•
•
•

Love and compassion light your heart up today.
You need to rest more as you let go and allow endings to take hold.
Let love and forgiveness be your guides – they are restoring peace and
harmony.
This is a great day for generating abundance.
Be of service – take nurturing others to heart.
You are very creative and inspired by what truly moves you to tears.
Moon sextile Mars
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have emotional focus and direction
You are very conscious of your goals.
Your instinct is strong.
A day of warmth, passion, enthusiasm!
Act on your emotions.
You may feel a little impulsive.
A great day for enterprising, small successes.
You want to feel independent.

Thursday, 12.19.2019 = 25/7
•
•
•
•
•

Mindfulness and focus are magnified.
Intuitive insights are heightened.
Seek serenity, peace and quiet.
Changes can bring unexpected gifts.
Spiritual revival and rejuvenation infuse your day.
Mars sextile Saturn
•
•
•
•
•
•

The strong surge of energy today activates your
responsibilities and duties.
You have strong willpower and strong concentration.
Perseverance is very strong, so use this transit to follow
through on a project that you feel passionately about.
You are taking your work very seriously.
Success comes through unusual effort.
Distractions are held at bay as you complete goals with
discipline and dedication.
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•
•

If you are dating, this is a great time to commit to the
relationship and make it formal.
Your patience allows you to discover the most efficient road
to successful completion of any project.

Mercury square Neptune
•
•

•
•

Keep your conversations simple.
Try not to go to deeply into matters of concern – this aspect
can bring some confusion and illusion, making it challenging to
get an important point across.
Seek out activities and people that uplift and inspire.
Keep it simple today and breathe deeply.

Friday, 12.20.2019 = 17/8
•
•
•
•

Peace and Harmony infuse your day
Strength and confidence bring your life into balance and yield powerful results
that leave a lasting legacy.
Cooperation and courage are your guiding lights.
Love is in the air – your inner authority brings partnerships into balance.
Moon sextile Mercury
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have an active mind and intuition.
Your communication is heartfelt.
Feel your way into every conversation today.
Express yourself – you have the clarity to share deep
emotions.
News, letters and short trips are favored.
It’s a great time to share your feelings.
You connect easily and effortlessly with others
Your mind and heart are totally in sync.
Your intuition is enhanced.
Talking to a group or sharing ideas with team are favored.
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Saturday, 12.21.2019 = 18/9
•
•
•
•
•
•

The beautiful 3-6-9 triad of creation opens up your heart-center today.
Play and feel the divine flow of love.
Take time for rest.
Connect with others.
Surround yourself with beauty.
Use your imagination to discover truth.
Moon in Scorpio opposite Uranus in Taurus
•
•
•
•
•
•

Moon in Scorpio awakens your deepest emotional truths.
Uranus in Taurus shakes up your core values.
Be open and flexible to receive whatever comes your way.
As you transform, your abundance expands.
Be totally open to see what appears raises your abundance
frequency.
Uranus and Scorpio represent transformational change, so
welcome the unexpected into your life today.

Sunday, 12.22.2019 = 19/10/1
•
•
•
•
•

The master number 22 representing the Architect of Peace merges with the
Prince of Heaven number 19 today.
Peaceful New Beginnings that arise from the Light are big themes.
Set new goals and organize a map or strategy to implement them.
You feel bold and serene.
Take time for yourself today – your inner Light is made more aware in silence.
Venus square Uranus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You may experience a change in your intimate relationships.
This is highly creative energy: Your ingenuity is wanting to be
expressed.
Your originality can be tapped in remarkable ways.
You crave freedom and excitement in your relationships.
Guard against drama. Instead ACT on this dynamic energy
and use it to channel a pleasurable, creative project.
Be open to experimentation.
Be spontaneous – don’t resist change.
Be careful about purchasing items impulsively.
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Mars sextile Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•

You demonstrate extraordinary energy and achieve great
success today.
Your ability to work today enhances your career in a big way.
You have energy to spare.
You have the endurance to direct your passion towards a goal.
Determination to succeed.
You feel more sensual and attractive.

Monday, 12.23.2019 = 20/2
•
•
•
•
•

Freedom and serenity join forces today.
You feel courageous and are open to listening in a relaxed state.
Seek harmony to feel the awakening of confidence which allows you
then to take risks.
You may experience an awareness shift within that changes you to
the core.
Have fun today – and make time for intimate connections.
Moon trine Chiron
•
•
•
•
•

You understand how emotions can help or hinder spiritual
awakening.
Healing is greatly enhanced as increased tenderness allows
you to feel the energy of others.
Feel the vibration of people around you deeply today – it will
allow you to move energy in a positive, healing way.
Compassion and great balance about the needs of others is
enhanced.
You simply respond to others with the compassion of your
heart…
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Tuesday, 12.24.2019 = 21/3
•
•
•
•
•

Celebrate love, joy, harmony and truth on this beautiful Tuesday!
Express yourself creatively and connect with others in a fun way.
Speak and create with uplifting ideas and language.
Nurture family and loved one.
Love is the truth that sets you free.
Sun trine Uranus
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

This transit brings an inclination to change and reform.
You are making new plans.
Your love of freedom and your inner independent spirit are
ignited.
You are versatile, inquisitive and open to unique perspectives.
Your heightened intelligence helps you understand and
connect the dots in the esoteric sciences, like astrology and
numerology.
Your inventiveness and curiosity bring insights and answers
you may have been seeking for a while.
Uranus helps you suddenly uncover a critical missing link that
connects all the dots for you.
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December 25 – 31
Wednesday, 12.25.2019 = 22/4
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work and rest are both favored today.
Take your inspiration into your projects.
Purification and Peace allow you to delve deeply and create amazing results.
Your discipline is channeled into creative, inspirational projects.
Take time for yourself or get out in nature today.
This is a quieter day of serenity and taking care of responsibilities.
Moon conjunct Mercury
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You have many ideas and are making plans.
You are intellectually stimulated.
Heart and Mind are synchronized.
This is a good day for negotiations.
All aspects of writing and communication are enhanced.
You are highly intuitive.
Use your imagination to express a profound message.
Communicate with great tenderness and patience.
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Thursday, 12.26.2019 = 23/5
•
•
•
•

Feel the great sense of freedom when you to take the lead in your life.
Unexpected situations may ask you to step up and be counted.
Use your courage to manifest greater financial flow.
Be flexible and open about how to expand abundance.
Solar Eclipse (New Moon) at 4° Capricorn
(5:13 am UT, 12:13 am EST, 9:13 pm PST on December 25)
Even if you are not a Capricorn, or have a Capricorn Ascendant (Rising Sign) or
natal Moon in Capricorn when you were born, this forecast still applies to you!
Solar Eclipse CONJUNCT Jupiter:
Moon conjunct Jupiter
Happiness and kindness blend to create an effortless sense of
bliss.
• You feel happy and free to share your heart with others.
• Kindness and generosity infuse your Soul.
• Gifts and advantages show up for you.
• You feel recognized at Soul-level.
• Calmness and freedom come together in a dynamic way.
• Enjoy the bountiful beauty life has to offer
•

Sun conjunct Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expansive, happy feelings – lots of optimism.
Opportunities for growth – spiritually, personally, professionally.
You feel fulfilled and grateful.
Jupiter expands everything you focus on, so be sure you are
aligned in a positive way.
With the Sun and Jupiter in Sagittarius (the sign Jupiter rules)
merged together you feel so happy, optimistic and courageous.
A general sense of well-being and gratitude fills your heart.
You feel so fortunate.
Opportunities for growth, both professionally and personally,
are greatly enhanced.
You feel healthy and happy.
Success and recognition are yours.
Expansion and growth in your finances are enhanced.
Starting any new projects is favored now.
Enjoy this magnificent day!
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Solar Eclipse TRINE Uranus:
Moon trine Uranus
You are inclined towards change and making new plans.
Surprises create emotional breakthroughs.
Act on your instinct.
Be open to unusual experiences.
A fabulous day to attract abundance and manifest financial
flow.
Your imagination flows today.
You may have some unusual experiences. You yearn for
emotional freedom.
Heart-centered breakthroughs are greatly favored. Let your
genius express itself.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sun trine Uranus
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

This transit brings an inclination to change and reform.
You are making new plans.
Your love of freedom and your inner independent spirit are
ignited.
You are versatile, inquisitive and open to unique perspectives.
Your heightened intelligence helps you understand and
connect the dots in the esoteric sciences, like astrology and
numerology.
Your inventiveness and curiosity bring insights and answers
you may have been seeking for a while.
Uranus helps you suddenly uncover a critical missing link that
connects all the dots for you.

Moon and Sun square Chiron
•
•
•

•
•
•

Healing through love is greatly enhanced today.
This is a great time to start therapy if you feel the call to do so.
Massage is a wonderful way to process the potent healing
energy that is calling for you to pay attention to any unresolved
issues.
Don’t be too hard on yourself.
Engage in loving conversations.
Your inner spirituality is awakening and that will require your full
attention at this time.
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Other transits during Capricorn New Moon Solar Eclipse:
Jupiter trine Uranus
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

This fortunate transit attracts lucky breaks and unexpected
windfalls.
It’s a great time for you to take a risk and try a new approach.
You feel very optimistic about creating successful outcomes.
Your sense of freedom and openness to broaden your
perspective and break through boundaries creat positive
changes in your life.
Jupiter governs expansion, higher learning, and faraway travel,
so you may delve more deeply, grow in unexpected ways.
You learn things quickly, including new languages, art, music,
dance, style.
A sense of adventure helps you acclimate to and anticipate
great results beyond the horizon.

Jupiter square Chiron
•
•
•

•
•

An expansive, positive outlook can benefit your well-being now.
You are open to experiencing new things, healing your mind,
body, and spirit.
You may seek deeper understanding in your life through a
guide, mentor, or spiritual person or increase your inner
knowledge through education or meditative practices.
You’ll discover new perspectives on your beliefs.
Restoring peace in your personal life and harmony in your
relationships is possible since you are open to healing your
own wounds, as well as extending compassion and generosity
to others.

Friday, 12.27.2019 = 24/6
•
•
•
•
•
•

This is the final of three Love days in December!
Unconditional Love and Romance infuse your heart and Soul.
Let go, forgive and feel the deep compassion.
Be generous with sharing love by expressing kindness.
Nurture others and Lead by example.
This is a wonderful day for generating abundance.
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Sun conjunct Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expansive, happy feelings – lots of optimism.
Opportunities for growth – spiritually, personally, professionally.
You feel fulfilled and grateful.
Jupiter expands everything you focus on, so be sure you are
aligned in a positive way.
A general sense of well-being and gratitude fills your heart.
You feel so fortunate.
Opportunities for growth, both professionally and personally,
are greatly enhanced.
You feel healthy and happy.
Success and recognition are yours.
Expansion and growth in your finances are enhanced.
Starting any new projects is favored now.
Enjoy this magnificent day!

Saturday, 12.28.2019 = 25/7
•
•
•
•

You experience inspired new beginnings.
Spiritual downloads are easily understood and communicated.
Take time for both rest and an attention on innovation.
Read a good book, learn a new skill and implement.
Moon conjunct Venus
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Feelings of love infuse your day.
You are expressive, more creative and crave beauty.
Focus on how to create financial flow.
Your heart is uplifted by beautiful music.
Seek out people who uplift and inspire you.
Desire for affection.
Tenderness, feeling social.
Relationships get a boost.
You feel relaxed.
You have good judgment on how to enhance your surroundings
and make them beautiful and pleasurable for you.
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Sunday, 12.29.2019 = 26/8
• This is a powerful Sunday for intimate connections that arise from
courage and confidence.
• You feel connected to your inner visionary.
• You can express your innermost ideas and feelings without any
excuses.
• The 11 Portal opens today into eternal life and a major expansion of
abundance and financial flow.
Moon square Mars
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You feel strong emotional focus and direction.
Guard against emotional aggression and impatience.
This is highly creative energy.
Channel your energy into an ambitious project – you’ll make
great progress.
You may feel impulsive, so be extra patient.
You have more emotional focus and a sense of direction.
You are conscious of your goals.
Guard against aggression and rashness.
Act on your feelings – positively.

Monday, 12.30.2019 = 18/9
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 3-6-9 Triad is activated for the 4th and final time this month.
Creativity is greatly enhanced as you seek to express your
imagination.
Go beyond – where you’ve never been before – allow inspiration to
carry you far.
Get extra rest, your dreams can bring tremendous awareness.
Trust that you are a Divine Creator.
Release what is not supporting and uplifting anymore.
Mercury trine Uranus
•
•

You have great powers of observation.
You can experience phenomenal mental energy and speed
ahead in your thinking process – so be sure to channel this
electrifying energy.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Since your mind speeds up, be sure to listen to others.
Your communication speeds up.
Uranus liberates you, so you may feel free to share things you
have not before, but always in a harmonious, positive way.
New perceptions open up and you can receive exciting news
You are available to accept new possibilities
Uranus brings excitement, so you may receive news that
surprises and thrills you.
Unusual fields of interest may grab your attention.
You desire independence.
Your intuition is very acute – flashes of insight are strong.
This transit can free your thoughts from preconceived ideas
picked up in early childhood, so you may communicate from a
higher vibration once this transit completes.

Tuesday, 12.31.2019 = 19/10/1
•
•
•
•
•

One of only seven days each year that resonates to 31 – the number
of innovation and genius.
Take a risk!
Embrace New Beginnings – number 19 representing the Prince of
Heaven (the Sun) lights up your life with great forward momentum.
Be open for unusual shifts that take you beyond what feels
comfortable.
You are the inventor of your life!
Moon conjunct Neptune in Pisces
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are super sensitive, receptive and open emotionally.
Your intuition is greatly enhanced.
You pick up on other people’s feelings more than usual.
Feelings are very delicate all around.
You have great introspection.
Your dream life is intense.
Mystical experiences and delving into mystical subjects is
favored.
You feel spiritually very connected to Source.
Your heart is wide open – sharing unconditional love.
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Love, Blessings and HAPPY HOLIDAYS!!
Tania
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A highly sought after spiritual intuitive and personal
growth leader, Tania Gabrielle inspires legions of
praise from her clients and followers.
Tania introduced the merging of two ancient
divination arts – Astrology and Numerology – to the
Western World, unlocking the codes in the stars,
names and numbers to facilitate wealth and wellbeing with a primary focus on teaching spiritual
principles that manifest practical, real-life results.
Her star code forecast videos and articles inspire
tens of thousands of viewers per month.
Tania Gabrielle was featured and quoted in The
New York Times, Los Angeles Times, USA Today ,
Entertainment Weekly, ESPN Magazine, Essence
Magazine, ESPN.com, Yahoo.com and US
Magazine. As the founder and creator
of Numerology Academy™ – the first online
certification course integrating Astrology
and Numerology – Tania has taught and certified
hundreds of students in 37 countries.
Tania's new book The Ultimate Guide To Numerology unlocks the secret messages of
birthdays, names, addresses, personal forecasts, the meaning of 11:11 and other codes to
facilitate Soul-inspired growth, fulfillment and financial flow.
Also a gifted classical composer, Tania has had her music performed worldwide in the most
prestigious concert halls by Grammy-award-winning artists.

http://taniagabrielle.com
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Blueprints
Your Jupiter Wealth Code™
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/your-jupiter-wealth-code/

Personal Numerology Blueprint
http://taniagabrielle.com/personal-blueprint/

Your Wealthy Name Code
http://taniagabrielle.com/fortunate-name/

Your Next 12 Months Forecast
http://taniagabrielle.com/blueprint/

Readings
Intuitive Counseling Call
http://taniagabrielle.com/counseling-call

Royal Code Reading™
http://taniagabrielle.com/royal-code-reading

Trainings
NUMEROLOGY ACADEMY™
http://taniagabrielle.com/numerology-academy-enroll/

SECRET POWER OF YOUR NAME™
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/secret-power-of-your-name/

ABUNDANCE ACCELERATOR™
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/abundance-accelerator
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